ABSTRACT
Introduction
In a recent paper [l] , Forney defined a new class of TCM codes, called Geometrically Uniform (GU) codes, which exhibit nice symmetry properties in terms of Voronoi regions.
In fact, for GU TCM codes, the Voronoi regions are congruent, which essentially means that the characteristics of the codes in terms of Euclidean distance and error probability can be estimated by assuming that the encoded all-zero sequence has been transmitted. This property, often called uniform error property, dramatically simplifies the performance analysis. Although the geometrical uniformity greatly simplifies both the search for good codes and the error performance analysis, there has been no direct impact on the ML decoding mechanism, which is still based on the Viterbi algorithm. Thus, in the conclusion of its paper, Forney presented, among other topics for future research, the following question " ... can the symmetry of more general GU codes be exploited in decoding p'. In this paper we try to move some steps toward an answer to Forney's question. Exploiting the group properties of GU codes, we devise a new decoding algorithm whose complexity is independent of the number of states of the code trellis. Just like the Viterbi algorithm, it can be stated in a version which performs the ML detection of the received sequence and implemented in suboptimum versions to cope with practical requirements. The algorithm will be described with reference to GU TCM codes; however, it can obviously be applied as well to convolutional codes over groups. [2] which will be used in the rest of the paper.
The reader is referred to these papers for proofs and deeper insights into the matter. We consider signal constellations in the real N-dimensional space RN with the associated Euclidean distance metric d2(x, y) = 1 1 -yI2, for I, y E R N . An zsometry is a mapping f : RN t RN such that, given any two points E , y E R N ,
. An isometry mapping a constellation X to itself is called a symmetry, and the sets of symmetries form a group under composition of mappings, called the symmetry group I'(X). As an example, if we denote as RM the group of rotations by multiples of 360/M degrees and by V the group consisting of the identity and the reflection about the line between any point or midpoint of the constellation and the origin, the symmetry group of the MPSK signal constellation consists of all compositions of elements of RM and V, which we denote by RM V. A given signal set X is said to be GU if, for any two points I and I' in X , there exists a symmetry of X that sends z into d. The generatzng group G ( X ) of X is a subgroup of r ( X ) which is minimally sufficient to generate X starting from an arbitrary initial point of it. In the case of MPSK, for M even, possible generating groups are RM and R M M /~ V . GU signal sets have the important property that the Voronoi regions are congruent, so that the error probability is independent of which signal was transmitted. In [l] this property was shown to hold for signal sequences, through a suitable extension of the concept of geometrical uniformity.
A normal subgroup G' of the generating group G ( X ) induces a partition X / X ' of the signal set X, in which each subset of the partition is GU and has G' as a common generating group. A one-to-one mapping is induced between the quotient group GIG' and the subsets of the partition X/X'.
Given a GU partition, we can choose a label group E for the subsets of signals, isomorphic to the quotient group G/G'.
By combining the label isomorphism with the one-to-one mapping G/G' -S / X ' , we obtain a one-to-one mapping m E X / X ' called an zsometrzc labelzng. It is possible to extend the label group to a label sequence space E n , by taking the n-fold Cartesian product of E with itself, and possibly letting n go to infinity. A label code C' is defined as a subgroup of E". As an example, a linear convolutional code is a binary label code. A generalized coset code, or GU code, is defined by a GU partition X / X ' , an isometric labeling m : E -+ X / X ' and a label code.
The proposed decoding algorithm exploits the following properties of GU TCM codes:
The coded subset sequences form a group under the operation @ defining the label group.
The trellis states form a group under a group operation @ (which can be different from e).
The set of distances from a given code sequence does not depend on it, and can be computed using as sample sequence the identity sequence 0. Moreover, given any two label sequences A = ( a ( k ) ) and B = ( b ( k ) ) of the label code, the generalized distance satisfies the following property:
(1)
Here d ( a , y) is the Euclidean Distance (ED) between the signals 2 and y, and a i ( k ) is the i-th signal belonging to the subset a ( k ) .
Description of the New Algorithm
The proposed algorithm exploits the group structure of the states and sequences of any length in the code in order to retrieve, at each step k , the ML sequence S i M L ) starting from the knowledge of Siyf). 
( S r ) , S i M L ) )
is probably small.
We have at this point two possibilities. Either Sip) is the ML sequence at step k, or the ML sequence at step k is a sequence that diverged from Sy) at some step j in the past and never merged into it a t a time before k . In fact, all sequences diverging from Syl and merging into it at a time before k cannot be part of the M L sequence Si","' which is included in Sf' (see Fig. l ).Furthermore, if the ML sequence at step IC is not Sr', then its branch metric relative to the last step must be smaller than the branch metric relative t o s$'( k ) . Owing to the group structure of the code, the ML sequence at time k can be obtained by adding to S r ) a suitable error sequence Se and t o the state u y ) the state U , . The additions must be performed using the proper group operations, namely u p c 3 U , To find the ML sequence S y L ) , we must try all the possible error sequences, compute the path metrics of the new candidate sequences obtained through the sequence group addition, and compare those metrics with M ( S r ' ) . However, due to the group properties of the code, the set of error sequences is independent from the considered sequence and is equal to the set of sequences diverging from the identity sequence 0. Thus the table of error sequences can be obtained and stored once for all at the beginning of the operations. The addition of an error sequence to Sr' produces a new candidate sequence, whose path metric can be computed by summing up the corresponding branch metrics properly stored by the algorithm.
A major complexity problem arises here: thc number,of error sequences to be examined is theoretically unlimited. The procedure should consider all the candidate sequences and choose the one yielding the lowest path metric.
A crucial point of the algorithm is a set of rules that allows to drop out candidate sequences. The geometrical properties of GU codes help once more in limiting the number of sequences to be examined.
. . , T E ) be the last h + 1 elements of the extension sequence, a candidate sequence and the received sequence. As a result of the addition of an error sequence of length h + 1, the candidate sequence differs from A only by the last h + 1 labels, and consequently the comparisons can be performed considering only these last labels. A , B and R can be viewed as three points in a Euclidean space of dimension 'For notational simplicity, in the following we will use the same symbol "+" for both group operations. 
2L(h +
1) where 2 L is the dimensionality of the signal space
D~( B , R ) 2 ~B -R~~= I B -A + A -R~~
where "." denotes the scalar product. The following relation is easily obtained
D 2 ( B , R ) 2 D 2 ( A , R ) ++ D 2 ( A , B ) + 2 ( B -A ) . ( A -R ) 2 0 .
Minimizing the expression for the scalar product: This poses an upper bound to the storage requirements, but leads to a suboptimal version of the algorithm, in the sense that it presents a failure prohability, i.e. the probability of
De 5 2D(A, R ) .
( 2 ) loosing the M L path. The failure probability can be controlled by choosing the value d, , , according to an estimate of the statistics of the h-truncated metrics obtained by simulation with the foreseen value of the signal-to-noise ratio. An important feature of the proposed algorithm is that the number of comparisons reduces when the signal-to-noise ratio increases, as the (h+ 1)-truncated metrics of the extension sequence become smaller.
Improving the algorithm
We have seen in the previous subsection that the ML sequence up to step k should end only with a branch whose metric is smaller than the metric corresponding to the metric of the extension sequence. This property was not exploited in the previous algorithm and will be considered here to reduce the complexity of the algorithm. Define Fl as the set of labels stemming from the identity state 6 1 . In [2] it was proved that F1 is actually a normal subgroup of the set E of all labels used in the trellis. Therefore we can define the quotient group:
The mapping p : C i E / F I , assigning to each state the set of output labels stemming from it, is a homomorphism, defining a partition of the state group C P l = {Cl,. .
.. E, ) .
A where C1 = Ker(p) is the set of states whose output labels belong to F1. The states belonging to the same class Ci share the same set of transition labels Fi (Fig. 3) such that cp(u',) = Fi. Beyond the error sequence, each table contains the terminal state U: and the Euclidean distance of the error sequence from the identity sequence. The sequences are sorted in an ascending way on the length and on the Euclidean distance. The algorithm, at each step, proceeds as follows. Together with the branch metric computation it identifies the best metric class labels:
f,EFa
Only one of these labels can be the ending label of the ML sequence. Furthermore, the extension sequence is formed by concatenating the ML sequence at step k -1 with fi,'" such The state at step k -1 of a possible candidate sequence must belong to one of those C; such that m(f,nlin) < m(fi,"). If, for a given ?;. (with U: any state such that p(u:) = Fi ) we can skip all the entries in the table. When the branch metric of the extension sequence m(f,""") is the best branch metric, this criterion drops all the possible tables, thus reducing considerably the complexity of the algorithm. Beyond this saving, the new approach slightly reduces the threshold (2). In fact, the set of error sequences Se considered now are the concatenation of the error sequences S:
belonging to ' & and the best last branch frin:
The threshold must be set with respect to the Euclidean distances D: stored in I; corresponding to error sequences one step shorter than those considered before. Using the same notation of previous section we can break down A , B and R as follows
Then, following the same procedure that leads to (2), we obtain the new threshold:
which can be easily shown to be always less than the corresponding threshold (2).
(3)

Matching the algorithm to multidimensional
LxMPSK GU codes
An interesting property of group codes designed on multidimensional PSK constellation is that all sequences lie on a hypersphere of radius CO. As a consequence, instead of considering Euclidean distances, we can decide on the basis of scalar products. Thus, proceeding as before in the general case, we obtain, for the threshold (3) the expression where:
Threshold (4) is the one implemented in the algorithm and used in the examples and results that follow.
Computational complexity
In this section we compare the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm with the Viterbi algorithm. The algorithm task consists of two main steps:
1. Branch metrics and class metrics computation.
2.
Comparison of the extension sequence with all the candidate sequences.
The first step is equivalent to the starting step of Viterbi algorithm. The second step, which is the most computationally intensive, needs a number of comparisons that depends implicitly on the signal-to-noise ratio through (4). Thus, the number of comparisons made by the algorithm is a random variable.
The complexity of the second step of the algorithm has been measured through the average number of comparisons required for a given signal-to-noise ratio. This number can be estimated through simulation, up to a signal-to-noise ratio corresponding to error probabilities of the order of In order to enlarge this range, we have also derived an analytical expression for the average number of comparisons. Skipping all the analytical details [3], we only show a comparison of the analytical curves with those obtained through simulation, in the case of a TCM code with 32 states using a 2x4PSK constellation [4]. The results are shown in Fig. 4 . They fully confirm the validity of the analytical approximations, and allow a complexity comparison with the Viterbi algorithm also for values of signal-to-noise ratios not achievable through simulations. The complexity of the Viterbi algorithm is independent of the signal-to-noise ratio, and is measured in terms of n u nber of comparisons between path metrics, which is equal to N,,(IFlI -1). This value is reported in Fig. 4 , and also appears in the comparison curves presented in next section. performance
The proposed algorithm incurs decoding errors because of two different phenomena, one related t o the code characteristics and the other dominated by the parameter d,,,,.
The first situation arises when the ML sequence is different from the transmitted one, so that, the ML decoding is wrong. The second one happens when i,he algorithm fails to track the ML sequence. As a consequence, we can write the error event probability as the sum of two terms:
Pe(e) = Pu(e) + P j ( e ) ,
reflecting the two different causes of error. For both terms we have obtained an upper bound based on the union bound computed on a suitable set of sequences.
In Fig. 5 we draw the two contributions to the error probability, together with their sum in (5). For comparison, also the results of the simulation are reported, for the same code considered in Fig. 4 . 
Performance of the algorithm and comparison with Viterbi algorithm
The performance of the proposed algorithm have been compared with that of Viterbi algorithm in terms of error event probability and complexity in extensive simulation runs.
We have used as test codes the best rate 1/2 2x4PSK GU codes reported in [4] with 32 and 128 states. The results are reported in Fig. 6 , containing the curves of error event probabilities and, on the same plot, the average number of comparisons between sequences and the complexity of Viterbi algorithm. A first corninent concerns the fact that the complexity of the algorithm is almost independent of t,he choice of the code, and, instead, closely related to the choice of the parameter This is better visible in Fig. 7 , where we plot the average number of comparisons as a function of the constraint length of the code. Moreover, we can observe that, for all codes, the curve giving the average number of comparisons for d,,, = djree becomes smaller than the complexity of Viterbi algorithm for low values of the signal-to-noise ratio, with a slight penalty in error rate.
A further simplification of the algorithm
As we observed the behavior of the algorithm during extensive simulation runs, an anomaly became apparent concerning the thresholds used in the algorithm. In fact, the threshold (4) increases with h, and, consequently, the number of sequences examined by the algorithm increases enormously, especially for low signal-to-noise ratios. To reduce the computational complexity with a negligible loss in performance we have divided the threshold (4) by a factor It' 2 1 dependent on h and on the variance of the noise through :
Here the constant G I is optimized for each code and the variance U' is estimated from the received data. In Fig. 8 the results obtained using the reduction factor It' for the 32 states code are drawn, together with those pertaining to the threshold (4). The gain in complexity with respect to the Viterbi algorithm is quite sensible, ranging from one to almost two orders of magnitude.
It' = 1 + Glhr2 .
